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Abstract - One of the most satisfactory picture of spinning particles is the BarutZanghi (BZ) classical theory for the relativistic electron, that relates the electron
spin with the so-cailecl zitierbewegung (zbw). The BZ theory has been recently studied in the lagrangian and hamiltonian simplectic formulations, both in flat and in
curved space-time. The BZ motion equations constituted the starting point for two
recent works about spin and electron structure, co-authored by us, which adopted
the Clifford algebra formalism.
In this letter, by employing on the contrary the ordinary tensorial language, we
first write down a meaningful (real) equation of motion, describing particle classical paths, quite different from the corresponding (complex) equation of the standard Dirac theory. As a consequence, we succeed in regarding the electron as an
extended-type object with a classically intelligible structure (thus overcoming some
long-standing, well-known problems).
Second, we make explicit the kinematical properties of the 4-velocity field v11,
which also result to be quite different from the ordinary ones, valid for scalar particles.
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At last, we analyze the inner zbw motions, both time-like and light-like, as functions of the initial conditions (in particular, for the case of classical uniform motions,
the z component of spin ^ is shown to be quantized). In so doing, we make explicit
the strict correlation existing between electron polarization and zbw kinematics.

1. — A new motion equation for the spinning (free) electron.
Attempts to put forth classical models for the spinning electron are known since
more than seventy years ^'. In the BZ theory/ 2 ' the classical electron was actually
characterized, besides by the usual pair of conjugate variables (.T",p"), by a second
pair of conjugate classical spinorial variables {ip.ip), representing internal degrees
of freedom, which were functions of the (proper) time r measured in the electron
global center-of-mass (CM) system; the CM frame (CMF) being the one in which
p — 0 at every instant of time. Barut and Zanghi, then, introduced a classical
lagrangian that in the free case (i.e., when the external electromagnetic potential is
A" = 0) writes [c = 1]

C = \j\{Íi> - W) + PÁ** ~ ^7"V>) ,

(1)

where A has the dimension of an action and ip and V7 = ^ ' 7 ° are ordinary (C4bispinors, the dot meaning derivation with respect to r. The four Euler-Lagrange
equations, with —A = h = 1, yield the following motion equations:
^+ ^ 7 ^ = 0
c" = ^7"V>
j" = 0 ,

.

besides the hermitian adjoint of eq.(2a), holding for ^ = ^ + 7°can also see that

H = pX = V$Yi>

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
From eq.(l) one

(3)

is a contant of the motion [and precisely is the energy in the CMF].(2""4) Being H
the BZ hamiltonian in the CMF, we can suitably set H = m, quantity m being

the particle rest-mass. The general solution of the equations of motion (2) can be
shown to be:
1>(T) = [cos(mr) - i ^ - sin(mr)]V>(0) ,
(4a)
m
m
= 0(O)[cos(mr) + i ^ - sin(mT)] ,
with p" = constant; p2 = m2; and finally:

(4b)

Tfl
m

i" = tf = ^- + [i*(0) - —Jcos(2mr) + -^-(0) sin(2mr) .
(4c)
m
m
2m
This general solution exhibits a classical analogue of the phenomenon known as
zitterbewegung: in fact, the velocity v'1 contains the (expected) term p^/m plus a
term describing an oscillating motion with the characteristic zbw frequency ui = 2m.
The velocity of the CM will be given by p"/m. Let us explicitly observe that the
general solution (4c) represents a helical motion in the ordinary 3-space: a result
that has been met also by means of other, alternative approaches.'S|6^
Before studying the time evolution of our electron, we want to write down its
motion equation in a "kinematical" form, suitable a priori for describing a point-like
object; i.e., at variance with eqs.(2), expressed not in terms of ij) and T/>, but on the
contrary in terms of quantities related to the particle trajectory (such as p" and v*).
To this aim, we can introduce the spin variables, and adopt the set of dynamical
variables
where

5^017", 7"]*;

•

(5a)

then, we get the following motion equations:
p" = 0 ; t/4 = i " ; v" = AS^p».; > " = vvf - ifp" .

(5b)

[By varying the action corresponding to £, one finds as generator of space-time
rotations the conserved quantity 7"" = X"" + 5>/i", where L"" = x^p" - xvf- is
the orbital angular momentum tensor, and 5 P " is just the particle spin tensor: so

that > " = 0 implies 2"» = - S " " ] .
By deriving the third one, and using the first one, of eqs.(5b), we obtain
5" = 45""jv ;

(6)

by substituting now the fourth one of eqs.(5b) into eq.(6), and imposing the previous
constraints p^jf = m2 and p^v11 = m, we end with the time evolution'3) of the
field four-velocity.
m
such a motion equation corresponding to the whole system of eqs.(2). Let us recall,
for comparison, that the analogous equation for the standard Dirac case'S1^

^ = £-±0»
771

(7')

Z571

was totally devoid of a classical, intuitive meaning, because of the known appearance
of an imaginary unit i in front of the acceleration (connected with the well-known
fact that the position operator is not hermitian therein).
Let us observe that, by differentiating the relation p^tf = m = constant, one immediately finds that the (internal) acceleration if = i*1 is orthogonal to the electron
impulse p1*, since pIÀvfl = O at any instant. To conclude, let us stress that, while the
Dirac electron has no classically meaningful internal structure, our electron on the
contrary (an extended-type particle) does possess an internal structure, and internal
motions, which are all endowed with a "realistic" meaning, from both the geometrical and kinematical points of view: as we are going to see in the next section.

2 - Spin and internal kinematics.
We wish first of all to make explicit the kinematical definition of if, rather different from the ordinary one valid for scalar particles/ 7 '. In fact, from the very
definition of v*1, we get

«" = dx'/dr" s (dt/dr;dx/dr) = (£; ~ £ )

- tu2; « / V i - u>2) ,

[it = das/dt]

(8)

where IÜ = p/m is the velocity of the CM in the chosen reference frame (i.e., in the
frame in which quantities x* are measured). Below, it will be convenient to choose
as reference frame the CMF (even if quantities as v2 = u^vM are frame invariant);
so that
v£M = V* = (1; V) ,
(9)
wherefrom one deduces for the speed |V| of the internal motion (i.e., for the zbw
speed) the new conditions:
0 < V\r)
V2{T) = 0
V2(T) < 0

< 1
&
<£>

&

0 < V 2 (r) < 1

V2{T) = 1

(time-like)
(light-like)

V2{T) > 1

(10)

(space-like) ,

where V2 — v2. Notice that, in general, the value of V2 does vary with r; except in
special cases (e.g., the case of polarized particles: as we shall see). Coming back to
the expression of the 4-velocity, eq.(4c), it is possible after some algebra to recast
this equation in a "spinorial" form, i.e., to write it as a function of the initial spinor
+ E>1 cos{2mr) -f / / " sin(2mr) ,

(11)

where [a" = 7°7/1j
E" = 5 ^ ( 0 ) [ ^ , a"]^(0)
^(0)(o
L
In the chosen CM frame, eqs.(12) read:

Q ) 0 ( O )

(12a)
.

(12b)

mm

m

(13a)
(i3b)

where g"" is the metric tensor. Bearing in mind that (in the CMF) it holds v° = 1
[cf. eq.(9)], arid therefore ip^if? = 1 (which, incidentally, implies the normalization
= 1 in the CMF), one:obtains
E* = (0; ^ ( 0 ) ^ ( 0 ) )

H* = (0; ^(O)cty(O)) .

(14a)

(14b)

By eq.(4), for V2 we can write:
V2 = 1 + E2 cos2(2mr) + H2 sin2(2mr) + 2EMH>1 sin(2mr) cos(2mr) .

(15).

Now, let us single out the solutions rj) of eq.(2) corresponding to constant V2 and
A7, where A*1 = dV^/dr = (0; A), quantity V = (1; V) being the zbw velocity. In
the present frame, therefore, we shall suppose quantities

to be constant in time:
V2 = constant;

A2 = constant ,

(16)

so that V2 and A2 are constant in time too. (Let us recall that we are dealing
with the internal motion only, in the CMF; thus, our results are independent of
the global 3-impulse p and hold both in the relativistic and in the non-relativistic
case). Requirements (16), inserted into eq.(15), yield the following interesting
constraints^7)

J E7 = H2
\ £„#*.= 0.

(17a)
(17b)

Constraints (17) are necessary and sufficient (initial) conditions to get a circular
uniform motion (the only finite, uniform motion possible in the CMF). Since both
E and H do not depend on T, also eqs.(17) hold at any time. In the euclidean
3-dimensional space, and at any time, constraints (17) may read:

í A2 = 4m 2 V 2
\ V-A = O

(18a)
(18b)

which explicitely correspond to a uniform circular motion with radius
R=\V\/2m.

(19)

Quantity R is the "zitterbewegung radius"; the zbw frequency was already found
to be ft = 2m. By means of eqs.(14), "conditions (17) or (18) can be written in
spinorial form (still for any time instant r) as follows:
=_-(W)2
(W) = 0.

\

(20a)
(20b)

At tüfis point, let us show that this classical uniform circular motion, around
the 2-axis (which in the CMF can be chosen arbitrarily, while in a generic frame is
parallel to the global three-impulse p, as we shall see below), does just correspond
to the case of polarized particles with sz = ± j . It may be interesting to notice that
in this case the classical requirements (17) or (18) —namely, the uniform motion
conditions— play the role of the ordinary quantization conditions sz = ±5.
It is straightforward to realize also that the most general spinors tp(O) satisfying
the conditions
sx = s9 = 0
(21a)
sz = ^ ( 0 ) S ^ ( 0 ) = ± i

(21b)

(S being the spin operator) possess in the standard representation the form

f

= ( a 0 I0 d )

(22a)

«= ( 0 H c 0 ) ,

(22b)

and obey in the CMF the normalization constraint -0Í-0 = 1. [It could be easily
shown that, for generic initial conditions, it is always —^ < sz < | ] . In eqs.(22)
we separated the first two from the second two components, bearing in mind that

in the standard Dirac theory (and in the CMF) they correspond to the positive and
negative frequencies, respectively. With regard to this point, let us observe that
the "negative-frequency" components c and d do not vanish at the non-relativistic
limit (since, let us repeat, in the CMF it is p = 0); but the field hamiltonian H is
nevertheless positive and equal to m, as already stressed. Now, from relation (22a)
we are able to deduce that (with * = complex conjugation):

and analogously, from eq.(22b), that

< a > =

0ety = 2i(Im[6'c], +Re[6'c], 0) ,

which just imply relations (20):
< 7* > 2 = _ < <3 >2
< 7 > •< a >= 0.

In conclusion, the (circular) polarization conditions, eqs.(21), do imply the internal zbw motion to be uniform and circular (V2 = constant; A2 = constant);
equations (21), in other words, imply simultaneosly that sz be conserved and
quantized. ^7).
When passing from the CMF to a generic frame, eqs.(21) transform into
A = ^(x)-rr-Mx)
= ± - = constant .
(23)
2
|p|
2
Therefore, to get a uniform motion around the p-direction [cf. eq.(4c)], we have to
require that the field helicity A be constant (in space and in time), and quantized
in the ordinary way: A = | .
It may be interesting also to calculate | V\ as a function of the spinor components
a and d. With reference to eq.(22a), since i/)<ij) = |a| 2 + |cf|2 = 1, we obtain (for the
sz = + | case):
V2=<7>2=4|a'(i|2 = 4|a|2(l-ia|2)
(24a)

A2 = (2im < a >) 2 = 4m 2 V 2 = 16m2|a|2 (1 - |a| 2 ) ,

(24b)

and therefore the normalization value (valid now in any frame, at any time):
= \/l -V2

,

(24c)

showing that to the same speed and acceleration there correspond two spinors ?/>(0),
related by an interchange of a and d. From eq.(24a) we derive also that, as 0 <
\a\ < 1, it is:
0 < V2 < 1 ; 0 < ^ 0 < 1 .
(24d)
Correspondingly, from eq.(19c) we would obtain for the zbw radius that. 0 < R <
\m.
The second of eqs.(24d) is a rather interesting (normalization) boundary condition. From eq.(24c) one can easily see that: (i) for V2 = 0 (no zbw) we have
i/nf> = 1 and ip is a "Dirac spinor"; (ii) for V2 = 1 (light-like zbw) we have ^ = 0
and 4> is a "Majorana" spinor"; (iii) for 0 < V2 < 1 we meet, instead, spinors with
characteristics "intermediate" between the Dirac and Majorana ones.
The "Dirac" case, corresponding to V2 = A2 = 0, i.e., to no zbw internal motion,
is trivially represented (apart from phase factors) by the spinors:
V>T(0) = (1 0 | 0 0)

(25)

V>T(0) = (0 0 | 0 1) .

(25')

and (interchanging a and d):

This is the unique case (together with the analogous one for sz = — £) in which
the zbw disappears, while the field spin is still present! In fact, even in terms of
eqs.(25)-(25') one still gets that j f e ^ = + J .
Since we have been discussing a classical theory of the relativistic electron, let
us finally notice that even the well-known change in sign of the fermion wave function, under 360°-rotations around the z-axis, gets in our theory a natural classical
9

interpretation. In fact, a 360°-rotation of the coordinate frame around the z-axis
(passive point of view) is indeed equivalent to a 360°-rotation of the constituent Q
around the z-axis (active point of view). On the other hand, as a consequence of
the latter transformation, the zbw angle 2mr does suffer a variation of 360°, the
proper time r does increase of a zbw period T = x/m, and the pointlike constituent
does describe a complete circular orbit around the z-axis. It appears then obvious
that, since the period T = 2TTjm of spinor ${T) in eq.(4c) is twice as large as the
zbw orbital period, the wave function of eq.(4c) does suffer a phase-variation of 180°
only, and then does change its sign: as it occurs in the standard theory.
3. Special cases: light-like motions and linear motions.
Let us first fix our attention on the special case of light-like motions/ 7 ' 6 ' The
spinor fields V>(0), corresponding to V2 = 0; V2 = 1, are given by eqs.(22) with
\a\ = |cf| for the sz = + | case, or |6| = \c\ for the Sj = —i case; as it
follows from eqs.(24) for sz = -f | , as well as from the analogous equations
V2 = 4|6*c| = 4|ò|2(l - |ò|2)

(26a)

A2 = 4m 2 V 2 = 16m2|6|2(l - |6|2) ,

(26b)

for the case sz = — | . It can be easily seen that a difference in the phase factors
of a and d (or of b and c, respectively) does not change the motion kinematics, nor
its rotation direction; but it merely shifts the zbw phase angle at r = 0. Thus,
one is entitled to choose purely real spinor components (as we did above). As a
consequence, the simplest spinors may be written:
^ 0 | 0

^< T -> = 7 I ( 0

l]1

1)

0);

and then
< 7 >(+)=(!,0,0); < a > ( + ) = ( 0 , - i , 0 )
10

(27a)

(27b)

< 7 >(-)= (1,0,0) ; < 5 >(_,=: (0, i, 0)
which, inserted into eqs.(14), yield

£" ( + ) = ( o ; M , o ) ;

^ ( + ) = (o; 0 , 1 , 0 ) .

£"(_) = (0; 1,0,0) ;

H»H

= (0; 0,-1,0) .

Because of eq.(ll), we meet now for sz = + | an anti-clockwise internal motion,
with respect to the chosen z-axis:
Vx = cos(2mr);

Vy = sin(2mr);

Vz = 0 ;

(28)

and a chockwise internal motion for sz = —^:
Vx = cos(2mr);

Vy = -sin(2mr);

Vt = 0 .

(29)

Let us explicitly observe that spinor (27a), associated with s, = +^ (i.e., with
an anti-clockwise internal rotation), gets contributions of equal magnitude from the
positive-frequency spin-up component and from the negative-frequency spin-down
component: in full agreement with our "reinterpretation" in terms of particles and
antiparticles, given in refs.'8'. Analogously, spinor (27b), associated with 5 r = — ^
(i.e., with a clockwise internal rotation), gets contributions of equal magnitude from
the positive-frequency spin-down component and the negative-frequency spin-up
component.f8^
Let us observe also that, having recourse to the light-like solutions, one is actually
entitled to regard the electron spin as totally arising from the zbw motion, since the
intrinsic term A'1" entering the BZ theory' 2 ' does vanish when v1' tends to c.
As we have seen above [cf. eq.(23)], in a generic reference frame the polarized
states are characterized by a helical uniform motion around the p-direction; therefore, the A = -f-^ [A = — |] spinor will correspond to an anti-clockwise [a clockwise]
helical motion with respect to the p-direction.
Going back to the CMF, we have to remark that eq.(19) yields in this case for
the zbw radius R the traditional result:

11

where A is the Compton wave-length. Of course, R = ^m represents the maximum size (in the CMF) of the electron, among all the uniform motion (A2 =const;
V2 =const) solutions. The minimum, R = 0, corresponding to the limiting Dirac
case with no zbw (V = A = 0), represented by eqs.(25), (25'): so that the Dirac free
electron is a pointlike, extensionless object.
Before concluding this Section, let us shortly consider what happens when releasing the conditions (22)-(25) (and therefore abandoning the assumption of circular
uniform motion), so to obtain an internal oscillating motion along a constant straight
line. For instance, one may choose either
V>T(0) = - ^ ( l 0 | 1 0 ) ,
or f/>T(0) s ^ ( 1 0 | i 0), or ^(0)
and so on.

(31)

= 1(1 - 1 | - 1 1), or t/>T(0) s ^ ( 0 1 | 0 1),

In case (31), for example, one actually gets
< 7 > = ( 0 , 0 , l ) ; < o > = (0,0,0)
which, inserted into eqs.(14), yield
£ " = (0; 0,0,1); # " = (0; 0,0,0).
Therefore, because of eq.(21a), we have now a linear, oscillating motion [for which
equations (22), (23), (24) and (25) do not hold: here V2(T) does vary from 0 to l!]
along the z-axis:
VX(T) = 0;

Vy(r) = 0;

K(r) = cos(2mr) .

All the spinor written above could describe an unpolarized, mixed state, since it is
| ^

= (0,0,0),

in agreement with the existence of a linear oscillating motion.
Furthermore for
5
such spinors it holds iptj) = 07 ^> = 0, but ^ ^ ' ' T / J ^ 0 and 05''"t/) ^ 0. Tins new
12

class of spinors has been recently proposed and extensively studied by Lounesto,'9'
by employing a new concept, called "boomerang", within the framework of Clifford
algebras. A physical realization of those new spinors^ seems now to be provided
by our electron, in the present case.
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